Discover Effective Communications Management with Visual
Console for CDS
Visual Console for CDS gives you superior PC control of the Telecor CDS. The software makes managing
conference activities very simple. The PC screen displays a graphic layout of the conference floor. With
the click of an icon, you have complete control of the conference proceeding.

Professional and User-friendly
Interface

Visual Console for CDS provides a professional and
user-friendly interface. Send a command to the
Telecor CDS with the single-click of an icon. Find out
the status of the conference floor by viewing an
icon's colour.

Multiple Screen Interface

You can also navigate to other screens by clicking on
an icon. Each screen has a unique purpose:
A Main Screen provides you with the
most frequently used icons.
A Setup Screen allows you to choose a
particular conference setup.
A Configuration Screen allows you to
control the operational aspects of the
Telecor CDS.
A Help Screen provides you with a quick
and easy-to-understand reference of what
an icon is used for.

Software that Gives You Flexibility and Control

Whether it is designing an interface or customizing system operation, Visual
Console for CDS provides you with the tools to create the best interface for
your conference application.

Designing a Unique
Interface
In Visual Console for CDS, you can create a
graphical representation of the conference floor
that is unique to your conference application.
The software provides you with several
templates that cater to a variety of conference
settings. You have the option of modifying a
template in many ways.
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Create a graphic layout of the conference
floor for the background or select a Telecor
background.
Give each screen a distinct title.
Add, duplicate, or delete icons.
Position icons anywhere on the screen.
Label icons to indicate exactly what they do.
Change the appearance of an icon label by
selecting a border, font, colour, or size.

Meeting the Requirements
of Your Conference
Application
In Visual Console for CDS, you can configure
the operational aspects of the Telecor CDS to
accommodate the needs of your conference
application. For example, enable or disable
specific CDS features, or set priority levels for
Floor Units. The software allows you to
customize up to 6 conference setups.

Password-Protecting Your
Work
Once you have completed an interface, your
work can be password-protected to prevent
other users from modifying it.

A
Practical Solution
for any Conference Setting
The combination of PC Control and a customizable interface makes
Visual Console for CDS the ideal solution for any conference setting.
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